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Abstract: One of the prerequisites for successful risk governance is reliable knowledge 
about the most striking interconnections between circumstances. System studies try to 
provide respective insights. However, not all can keep what they promise. In this study the 
systems-web approach is introduced which, applied in the right way, can serve to reveal 
the strength of the structure of existing studies with respect to specific purposes. Thus, it 
can help to increase transparency and to show the respective significance of studies. The 
potential of the approach is demonstrated with applications on energy system analyses, 
investigating the completeness and details of aspects covered in scenario studies and 
investigating the informative value of selected studies with respect to energy storage 
demand in future energy supply systems.  

Keywords: system analysis, meta-analysis, quality assessment, transparency, energy 
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1.   Introduction 

Nowadays, many complex systems are engaged to provide basic needs of the human 
societies. Therefore, secure operation and secure development of these systems are 
fundamental requirements to avoid risks from failure of system functions which are in 
normal operation ubiquitous and in the short run irreplaceable. Examples are the energy 
supply system, the information technology systems, banking systems, and emergency 
health systems.  
     Such risks of failure of a running system rise particularly when system elements or 
even structures are changed. The integration of new elements needs to be carried out 
carefully, in order to not provoke a loss of fundamental system functionalities. This 
requires a reliable risk management and governance, e.g., by setting effective framework 
conditions. 
     Structural changes of this kind are currently especially enforced in the energy system. 
Particularly, Germany shows comparably ambitious targets of system structure change 
with turning down nuclear power and continuously increasing the share of renewable 
energy based electricity supply in the German “Energiewende”.  
     Many decisions about risk governance elements for energy systems, like the design of 
framework conditions for investments in energy technologies, rely on energy systems 
analyses. However, the results of those studies strongly vary with models used, 
assumptions made and institutions included as experts or customers. In this way many 
studies are published for which the results seem to be incommensurable at first glance. 
Thus, the benefit of an individual study is limited to the original context and purpose it 
was carried out for. Meta-analyses of such studies show that a comparison is indeed very 
difficult and even experts of the field need to invest much effort to get consistent answers 
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to specific questions via consulting a plurality of studies. Making well-informed rational 
decisions about risk management as element of risk governance in the area which is a 
prerequisite for a reliable energy policy making seems to be hardly possible against this 
background. 
     In the following a methodology is presented which can be applied to increase the 
transparency of system studies. After sketching the underlying theoretical foundations, in 
exemplary applications for the energy sector the extent to which perspectives and 
systemic interdependencies are considered in various published analyses are reveal. In this 
way it is demonstrated how the methodology can be used for increasing the transparency 
of quantitative assessments in order to improve the “state of knowledge about the risk in 
question” ([1], p. 368) with respect to “establishing the cause-effect relationship between 
a risk agent and its potential consequences … [and] uncertainty to the reliability and 
validity of the causal relationship” (ibid.). In a process of risk governance following Renn 
[1] it, thus, can contribute to all four phases, the pre-assessment, the risk appraisal, risk 
characterization and risk management.  

 2. Methodology  

2.2 Actions and their Consequences 

One major aim of risk governance is to select and implement measures for risk 
management which are adequate to the risks appraised, characterized and evaluated 
according to respective actions or events under focus. Actions always represent the core of 
specific measures taken. Thus, making decisions about measures to be taken means to 
identify actions which are recommended when considering the best knowledge about 
cause-effect relationships and the related risks. In order to show the challenges in this 
context, in the following, a very elementary theoretical understanding of what is an action 
and how to deal with its potential consequences is developed.  
     Following Janich [2] an action can be described as the actualization of a concrete 
action scheme which has been abstracted from numerous individual actions of a similar 
kind. Such an action is successful, if the intended purpose is reached. However, the 
success of an action depends on underlying framework conditions for the action. If the 
major influencing framework conditions can be anticipated, and an action realizes the 
recommended action scheme in a correct way, the action will prospectively be successful.  
     With an action further changes in circumstances are related than the realization of the 
intended purpose. Such unintended impacts can be desirable, undesirable or negligible 
from various points of view. If these further impacts are undesirable or more specifically 
lead to increasing risks of undesirable events, these impacts and increases in risks may 
outweigh the positive evaluation of the intended purpose reached. In this case the 
recommendation may be that the action should not be taken. However, although an 
evaluation of circumstances can be carried out exemplarily by anyone, the final evaluation 
as basis for the decision has to be made and defended by the respective legalized decision 
makers.  
     In order to enable a rational decision, best available knowledge about circumstances 
influencing the success of the action in focus and about circumstances being influenced by 
the action need to be gathered as part of the risk appraisal and risk 
characterization/evaluation. Ideally, such statements made can be always verified (“inter-
subjective”) by anyone (“trans-subjective”), at least in principle, if the proper means are 
provided. Scientific knowledge singles out from other knowledge by trying to meet such 
universality claims in following stringent procedures for empirical control, arguing, and 
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presenting in the academic system. However, if the respective main structures can be 
assumed to be the same as in the past, additionally rules and generalization of professional 
expertise (e.g., lawyers, physicians) and experience with following fixed rules by 
technical expertise can be helpful. Furthermore, especially in local settings, experience 
based knowledge may additionally be required to provide epistemic robust statements (s. 
[3], p. 36ff).  
     In order to get a clearer view on the knowledge necessary for the analysis of 
interconnections between circumstances in certain contexts and the knowledge made 
available by individual studies, the systems-web approach has been developed. It can, 
thus, be applied as an instrument for analyzing the potential explanatory power of study 
results.  

2.3   The Systems-Web Approach 

The systems-web approach relies on a specific perception of systems, distinguishing 
operative and intentional closeness of systems. The way of structuring, as sketched in the 
following, is based on a reconstructive philosophical view, reverting to very fundamental 
epistemic notions.  
     A system can basically be defined as follows: 
Definition 1: A system is a phenomenon which is characterized by regular correlations of 
circumstances.  
The basic assumptions invested here are only that regular correlations of circumstances 
can be observed. In order to derive scientific knowledge about such regular correlations, 
research is carried out which is usually characterized by an interplay between hypotheses 
of the correlations and further observations and/or experiments in which the hypotheses 
are approved or falsified. Such hypotheses usually provide statements about changes in 
circumstances expressed as correlations between changes of specific characteristics of 
entities. These are then written down in a formal description, consisting of a particularly 
defined operation. In order to be able to handle such theses, the description is reduced to 
the most significant characteristics of the circumstance with respect to the purpose of the 
analysis. By defining an operation and the corresponding characteristics on which it has 
an impact, the potentially affected entities are also fixed and the whole system develops 
automatically. – All entities to which this characteristic can be attributed and, thus, on 
which the defined operation has an effect, belong to the system. All other entities do not. 
In this way the system can be defined as being “operationally closed”.  
Definition 2: An operationally closed system is a system which is described by an 
operation O and the related characteristics 𝐶ℎ𝑂 of entities 𝐸𝑛 on which the operation has 
an effect. With the two points in time 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 1 the operation realizes as 
𝐶ℎ𝑂 (𝐸𝑖(𝑡 + 1)) = 𝑂(𝐶ℎ𝑂 (𝐸𝑖(𝑡)). 
      This operation and the related characteristics of entities can also be interpreted as 
instruments used for the description of systems. They represent the perspective taken or 
methodology chosen for the description. Such descriptions can start with simple formal 
systems of entities and operations, but can also develop to whole theories which 
themselves could become complicate. As mentioned above, by choosing the operation 
which is equal to a certain perspective, the considered entities are limited to those which 
are affected by the respective operation or which are relevant for the perspective taken. In 
this manner the selected entities show structural similarities. Such a selection represents a 
positive choice of an option for descriptions based on epistemic reasons.  
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Another choice of system elements could be made additionally or alternatively according 
to the application context or content purpose of the analysis. Only a part of the whole 
system developing with such a system description or operation as described above may be 
interesting with respect to a certain application. Thus, elements which will prospectively 
not affect the purpose of the application could be taken out. Drawing such intentional 
boundaries in an operationally closed system will lead to the distinction of a sub-system of 
those elements (entities and operational connections) which are relevant. However, 
diverse perspectives could be relevant for the same application purpose, therefore, the 
whole intentionally-closed system needs to include all relevant perspectives for the 
application purpose and, thus, in the most cases more than one operation and its respective 
elements.  
Definition 3: An intentionally closed system is a system which is described by using all 
operations and the related descriptions of characteristics of entities which are relevant for 
the application purpose of the system description. 
     In order to provide a more vivid impression about the meaning of these definitions, the 
description of a landscape is a good example. Assume that you would like to go hiking in 
a mountain area. In this setting, a map of potential hiking paths would be helpful. Thus, 
information about heights and routes would be interesting. Furthermore, information 
about public transport with respect on how to get to a potential starting point would 
additionally be interesting for planning. Therefore, information about the road system 
including topological information about altitudes and information about the public 
transport network including the schedule would be valuable. Each of those represent a 
different valuable perspective on the system with respect to the purpose of application. 
Each of these perspectives belong to a larger operationally closed system which can each 
be easily distinguished from the others by the operation and characteristics chosen. 
Together the relevant information makes up the intentionally closed system.  
     In this way a web of operationally closed systems develops which becomes denser if 
further potential application purposes are taken into account. For instance, in the example 
of the mountain area, a description with the purpose of mapping ecosystems would add 
completely new information of the area which in general would not provide much 
additional value for the application of hiking. With such additional information, 
nonetheless, the “systems-web” of descriptions becomes denser and the overall 
knowledge about the area increases.  
     In order to practically characterize the coverage and detail of system analyses from 
various perspectives, a scale is defined which represents a mixture of both, coverage and 
resolution, with a small preference on coverage, because in system analyses usually 
considering the complete picture is more important than analyzing details in individual 
areas: 

0: No consideration. 
1: Parameter assumptions for the circumstances are represented. 
2: Parts of the system structure are roughly represented. 
3: Parts of the system structure are represented in a detailed way. 
4: The total system structure is roughly represented. 
5: The total system structure is represented in detail. 
6: The total system structure is represented in maximally reasonable resolution 

Looking closer into the purpose fitting operation reveals that its definition includes a 
typical time scale of the events happening. This typical time scale is also named here the 
“native time scale”. It can also be defined by the shortest length of the included time steps 
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in the typical system processes. Similarly a “native spatial scale” can be defined. 
Accordingly, a scale of temporal and spatial resolution can additionally be made up.  
     A characterization of the temporal resolution can be installed by starting from no 
consideration of the temporal scale, going further with placing the system into the 
temporal continuum, considering a rough resolution, considering a resolution enabling the 
analysis of major sub-processes, high temporal resolution and maximal temporal 
resolution. The scale for the temporal coverage can be spanned over the complete time 
period of interest with a graduation of five steps.  
     The spatial resolution can be subdivided starting from no spatial solution, over 
considering the spatial region of interest and its surroundings, very rough solution with 
groups of sub-regions, rough resolution with sub-regions, detailed resolution with small 
sub-units, and maximal reasonable spatial resolution. The spatial coverage ranges 
typically from a single point, local area, regional area, national area, continental area, to 
global.  

3.   Exemplary Analysis and Results for Energy System Studies 

3.1 The Energy Supply System as an Example 

The systems-web approach has originally been developed and applied for the meta-
analysis of scenario-studies of the energy supply system (s. [3]). As already discussed 
above, its aim is to characterize studies and increase their transparency to facilitate the 
interpretation of their results.  
     The energy supply system in this context is defined as the set of phenomena 
characterized by regular correlations between circumstances (s. system definition above) 
which needs to be considered to provide the consumer with usable energy.  
     Not only technical and economic aspects, but also social, environmental, legal and 
others are relevant for realizing or changing such a system.  

3.2  Energy Scenario Analyses 

The first characterization was carried out with the purpose to investigate the comparability 
and potential explanatory power of analyses aiming at setting up future energy scenarios. 
Two scenario analyses were selected which were developed and consulted by politics in 
the context of decisions on the German energy concept in 2010 fostering the energy 
transition, including the annex called “energy package” released in June 2011 after the 
Fukushima nuclear power plant disaster.  
     In order to reveal which relevant perspectives are considered in the analyses and which 
are not, the characterization with the systems-web approach was developed along a typical 
categorization of the scientific system in disciplines. The disciplines chosen as aggregated 
perspectives were those which deal with object related science. Thus, a distinction of 
technical, physical, chemical, geo-scientific, biological, human-physiological, 
psychological, sociological, political-scientific, legal-scientific, and economic 
perspectives was made as basic structure for the characterization. In order to give 
epistemically robust advice, such studies need to be as complete as possible with respect 
to the relevant scientific perspectives. Potentially significant non-scientific expertise, 
especially for the implementation, like professional, technical and experience-based local 
knowledge, was not taken into account here.  
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Figure 1: The extent of perspectives considered in two central Scenario Analyses for the German 

Energy Transition [4,5] 
     The comparison of the two studies in Figure 1 shows that Schlesinger et al. [4] has a 
strong economic focus, considering the technical system partly in very detail. All other 
perspectives are considered quite weakly. Nitsch et al. [5] in contrast show partly high 
details from the technical, the physical and geo-scientific perspective. At least rough 
representations can be seen for the chemical system, and the biological system. The same 
score was reached by both studies for the sociological system. While the legal-scientific 
and the political-scientific systems in both are at least considered via parameter 
assumptions, the psychological and human-physiological system, which beside others 
includes the impacts of technologies usage, and thus, is needed for an evaluation towards 
sustainability issues, is not considered at all in both studies.  

3.3  More Detailed Analysis of Technical Reliability of Future Energy Systems 

As the energy supply system is in its core a technical system which requires the 
integration of new elements during operation, physical-technical restrictions of energy 
flows and already existing technologies need to be considered for the management of 
structural change. Therefore, the technical subsystem deserves a more detailed 
consideration when the need for technologies providing a certain system function is 
analyzed. Particularly since the decision to use much more renewable energy flows in the 
energy supply system in future, one of the main questions which is discussed with respect 
to risk governance in the area of reliable energy supply is the need for energy storage 
technologies. Analyzing the functionality of such technologies with respect to using the 
systems-web approach reveals the following argumentation chain (s. also [6], [7], [3]):  

- The basic functionality of energy storage is the controllable demand and supply 
of usable energy on various time scales, 

- The basic operation to be investigated here in detail is, thus, energy exchange 
with the intention to provide usable energy.   

- The system elements constitute from all options which can contribute to 
balancing demand and/or supply of energy. Thus, they can be subdivided into 
[3,6]: conventional conversion, renewable conversion, storage, controllable 
consumption, electrical grid, final energy consumption, and import/export  
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Figure 2: Extent of Technologies considered in studies which need to be considered to gain 

insight into future storage demand, source: [3] 
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The comparison of nine studies with focus on Germany in figure 2 shows that the extent 
of consideration in all of the studies varies strongly, although, all claim to adequately 
model the technological energy supply system. While some studies show a clear focus in 
some technologies, others consider nearly all options, but at least one only weakly. The 
most balanced study seems to be the “lead study” Nitsch et al. 2012 followed by the 
VDE-ETG-study Adamek et al. 2012. Droste-Franke et al. 2012 give only a rough 
overview of technological options (for more details see [3]). It can be seen that 
assumptions about technologies in the studies show large variations so that also the type 
and amount of storage required in each study varies. It can also be seen that none of the 
studies gives sufficient information about the contribution of import and export to 
balancing demand and supply. This is one of the main reasons why the balancing demand 
cannot be assessed for any of the studies. Providing information about all contributions to 
balancing tasks and assessing balancing demand for each of the studies would provide 
much more transparency in the results.  
     The variation in the assumptions between the studies with respect to concurring 
technologies shows that uncertainty about the future situation in this area is so high that 
the question of “future energy storage demand” itself cannot be answered by such studies.  
     A reformulation of the question posed seems to be recommended: looking at balancing 
demand instead of storage need. – However, investigating this issue would ideally require 
a resetting of studies abstracting from individual technologies and concentrating on the 
temporal variations of available energy flows on earth. Against this background, the 
consideration of weather extremes (calms and periods of darkness, storms, vegetation 
change) occurring through the change of climate already awaited with the current 
development could even provide more relevant insight to the situation in 2050 than a 
detailed technological analysis.  
     A discussion of the temporal resolution shows that usually high, but not maximum 
resolutions are chosen. With the typically minimum time scale of an hour, technologies 
which perform well at serving primary balancing tasks like batteries do not show up, 
because the relevant time scale for these tasks is shorter. Therefore, these technologies 
would not be chosen in any of these analyses, because using them only for balancing at 
longer time scales turns out to be too expensive to be competitive. This turns out to be 
another shortcoming of the cited studies with respect to analyzing the amount of 
individual technologies required for future energy systems.  

4.   Applying the Approach to other Areas of Risk Governance 

The systems-web approach is based on general foundations so that its application to 
various areas is simple.  
     First you need to decide upon the central purpose for the quality assessment or 
characterization of the studies in question. For instance, the purposes chosen above were 
the building of complete scenarios for future energy supply systems in the first and the 
sub-purpose of technically balancing demand and supply of electricity at each temporal 
scale in order to enable a stable control of electricity grids in the second example.  
     Second, the relevant scientific disciplines potentially extended by professional and 
technical expertise or experience based knowledge need to be identified with respect to 
the purpose of the analysis. In case that the focus is on a sub-purpose of the system, like 
balancing energy demand and supply in the example above, the analysis of elements of 
the sub-system showing the core relevance, like the technological system, can be 
sufficient.  
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     Third, evaluate the studies with respect to the extent to which relevant perspectives or 
system elements/entities are considered.  
     Fourth, draw the extent of consideration for each of the relevant system components or 
perspectives in a diagram, like in the examples above. Compare the extent of 
consideration in the studies with the requirements for the chosen purpose. Not for each 
component or perspective the highest value of consideration may be required.  
     Fifth, take a look at the temporal and spatial resolution and coverage. Assumptions in 
this area not covering the complete relevant extent could lead to a systematic preference 
of certain solutions or the negligence of others.  

5.   Conclusions 

The systems-web approach allows a structured view on system analyses. A basic feature is 
distinguishing operationally closeness from intentionally closeness of systems. The first is 
shaped by the individual perspectives for the description of the phenomena chosen, the 
second represents a selection of system operations and entities relevant for a specific 
application purpose. 
     Providing the detail and coverage of analyses from various perspectives, gives an 
overview about their basic characteristics. Such a characterization increases transparency 
and facilitates the interpretation of assessments with respect to their explanatory power for 
a specific selected purpose.  
     The application of the methodology on energy system studies, reveals that each of the 
analyzed scenario studies has a specific focus and can hardly be used for other statements. 
For instance no environmental, health or resource aspect besides the assessment of CO2-
emissions is considered. Furthermore, societal impacts are barely taken into account. 
Thus, for instance an evaluation of the recommended options with respect to wellbeing 
and sustainable development is not possible on the basis of the study results. On the other 
side, the embedment of scenarios in multiple levels of the society is not considered. 
Multiple legal regulations would also have to be accounted for in a sophisticated analysis. 
Therefore, the selected scenarios can only provide the insight that the assessed scenarios 
could be realized under the premise that the neglected inter-correlations are not of striking 
importance and that the assumptions taken are still valid in future.  
     The analysis of studies with respect to their statements to storage demand shows that 
the assumptions of technologies are varying so strongly that hardly any statement is 
possible. More promising would be to concentrate on assessing balancing demand. 
However, this cannot be done ex post with the published results, because details like the 
contribution of import and export to balancing are missing in the analyzed studies with 
German focus. 
     The examples show that the systems-web approach can be used to provide higher 
transparency and, thus, to increase the interpretability of studies with respect to their 
explanatory power towards a specific purpose. Furthermore, it reveals strengths and 
weaknesses and can show if studies results can be used for meta-analyses and if not, what 
information is missing to do so. Via such exercises the plurality of studies could profitably 
be used to get more insight into the complete picture, helping to explore the complete 
option space. – By enabling meta-analyses of multiple studies the methodology could 
significantly improve the knowledge basis for recommendations.  
     Due to the general basics which are used to develop the systems-web approach, it can 
easily be applied for other systemic contexts. The basic requirement to do so is to abstract 
fundamental operations and entities and, thus, basic perspectives taken from the analyses 
of interest. Taking a typical disciplinary distinction could provide clues for identifying 
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missing scientific perspectives. Where valuable, additionally, professional and technical 
expertise as well as potential experience-based knowledge should be taken into account.  
All in all a methodology was developed which could help to increase the reliability of 
knowledge required to provide recommendations on options for risk governance. It can 
contribute to all four phases of risk governance processes identified by Renn [1], beside 
others via support of risk communication. Some exemplary applications are: 

1. The theoretical understanding of systems as being closed operationally and 
intentionally, provides valuable support for framing the problem (pre-assessment 
phase); 

2. A characterization of existing studies following the systems-web approach 
facilitates to get an overview about the explanatory power of studies in the field 
with respect to specific questions, contributing beside others to early warning and 
screening (pre-assessment phase); 

3. A characterization of the assessments carried out in the phases of risk appraisal 
and risk characterization increases transparency and, thus, supports risk 
communication as one basis for gaining trust in these phases;  

4. An accompanied structuring of the results and potentially even of the whole 
process of risk governance applying the systems-web approach facilitates, beside 
others, to identify, assess and evaluate options of risk management and to 
generate confidence and trust in the risk governance process. 
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